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What was Josh’s day like before GRIDS?

Of course, like many Register of Deeds 
Clerks, Josh spent much of his time 
making sure that records were entered 
correctly. He also spent a lot of time 
printing and managing paper. He fielded 
many phone calls from the public 
requesting deed records. Josh also spent 
a good amount of time creating backup 
CDs of land records and making sure 
copies of those CDs were stored offsite 
in case they were needed for disaster 
recovery. 

In 2020, Josh learned about Avenu’s 
Clearview GRIDS solution and was 
impressed with its capabilities. But before 
moving forward with GRIDS, Josh had 
investigated potential solutions from  

 
 
 
other providers. He wanted to make 
sure he was making the best use of the 
county’s resources. After thoroughly 
evaluating all alternatives, he found that 
Avenu’s GRIDS solution was significantly 
less expensive than solutions from other 
providers that had similar functionality. 
Josh went with GRIDS.

The installation of the GRIDS system went 
smoothly. Avenu’s team handled the 
transfer of the county’s land records from 
the old software system to GRIDS. Avenu 
installed the hardware at Josh’s office 
and trained him to make sure he could 
use the new GRIDS system right away. 

Josh LaRussa is the Register of Deeds Clerk for Chester County, South Carolina. He runs 
a lean operation and is the only county employee who registers deeds, although he has 
cross-trained others to cover for him in case he is unavailable.

About two years ago, Avenu’s Clearview GRIDS software system started to make Josh’s 
job easier. GRIDS is a cloud-based record-indexing solution that delivers functionality 
and peace of mind to those responsible for maintaining all current and historic land 
records for a county.

Finding a Better Way
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Avenu’s Clearview GRIDS solution is a 
web-based land records management 
application that allows counties to easily 
record and index land records. It also 
allows the public to search these records. 
The recording office can decide whether 
to charge the public for access to the 
records or for copies of the records. 
And GRIDS allows the public to do all of 
that online, without the aid of county 
employees. This saves county employees 
both time and effort. 

GRIDS has an intuitive interface. It 
includes customizable reports and input 
shortcuts for names, acts, images, and 
more. Clerks can use GRIDS to boost 
productivity and minimize legwork, all 
from a secure SSL-certified platform.

GRIDS is accessible anywhere, anytime. 
Because GRIDS is a cloud-based 
solution, counties that use it no longer 
need to worry about backing up their 
data and making sure copies of their 
data are stored offsite. In addition, GRIDS 
lets the public submit documents to be 
recorded online. The county Register of 
Deeds Clerk can then easily use GRIDS to 

review the submitted documents, record 
them, and get stamped copies returned 
to the customers electronically.

The GRIDs application is continually 
updated with new features. For 
example, Avenu is currently adding 
an e-certification feature that allows 
the public to both request and pay 
for certified copies online. Another 
recently added feature includes fraud 
alerts in which a member of the public 
can request that GRIDS send an alert 
whenever there is any activity on a 
specific property. 

Compared to other cloud-based records 
management solutions on the market, 
GRIDS is much more reasonably priced. 
It can be the perfect fit for counties that 
have smaller budgets. Avenu provides 
both software and hardware support 
for GRIDS. This is especially useful for 
smaller counties that often do not have 
the budget for a dedicated IT staff. 
 

“Our citizens are happy with the convenience of being able  
 to search online which has saved our staff considerable  
 time and effort.”
- Josh LaRussa, Register of Deeds Clerk 
  Chester County, SC

About the Clearview GRIDS Solution
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Josh loves that GRIDS is web-based. 
The old records-management software 
program the county used was hosted 
using on-premises servers. This meant 
that whenever the servers went down, no 
deed records were available. But the new 
web-based GRIDS solution is always up to 
date and always available. And there are 
no longer any server maintenance costs.

The web-based nature of GRIDS means 
Josh no longer spends time creating 
backup CDs and sending them to an off-
site storage facility for safekeeping. He 
also appreciates that he no longer has to 
print books and paper indexes. This saves 
him and the county a lot of time, money, 
and paper. GRIDS also allows him to 
easily create sticker labels with which to 
update the county’s plat maps. 

Because GRIDS allows the public to 
search and pay for records themselves, 
Josh spends much less time responding 
to records requests. He says, “I get so 
many fewer phone calls now about 
looking up records than I did before.”

Results of Using Avenu’s Clearview GRIDS

“If you want an efficient web-based system for keeping   
 land records, GRIDS is the way to go. It gives us a really   
 nice system of records. It lets me focus on efficiency   
 and accuracy rather than the mechanics of making sure  
 records are properly backed up and archived. If I ever have 
 a problem, Avenu is on it right away. Their team is number  
 one in my book.”

- Josh LaRussa, Register of Deeds Clerk 
  Chester County, SC
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A GovTech 100 company, Avenu has a long history of helping state and local 
governments optimize operations and deepen community trust. Avenu 
focuses exclusively on serving local governments. Avenu has deep expertise 
in local government that is unmatched by any other service provider.  

Avenu’s GRIDS Solution Can Help You 
Manage Your County’s Land Records 
More Easily 

If you would like to learn more about how Avenu’s Clearview GRIDS can help your land 
records recording and management process run more smoothly, please request more 
information at succeed@avenuinsights.com.


